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A 'Real' suite deal
Soon you will be able to sleep where MTV's 'World' cast did
By Kate Maddox
Fans of MTV's "The Real World" will soon be able to bunk in the very same luxury suite
as the party-heavy gang from upcoming Season 12, which wrapped last month. The
Palms hotel has apparently tidied up the four-bedroom pad and added plenty more
high-roller touches. Situated 28 floors up, the suite already includes a Jacuzzi built for
seven-de rigeur for "Real World" hosting sites.
Although plans for the actual "unveiling" have yet to be announced, rumor has it the
place will be available for occupancy before the end of the summer. One source says
MTV had to sign off on the refurbished rooms to ensure that nothing tell-tale lingers
before wilder and crazier Season 12 hits the airwaves. Of course, should you want to
share the space happily inhabited by the "Real World" seven, expect a hefty price tag.
The Palms has also scored Carlos Santana for September. The
Grammy -winner will play Rain in the Desert on Sept. 29. Before you get
your hopes up, however, Rain's an intimate venue-and charges intimate
prices. A general admission ticket is $100. VIP seating will set you back
$250.
But here's a tip for those of you who don't care all that much about seeing Santana up
close and personal. For as low as $35, catch him at the MGM Grand Garden the night
before he plays the Palms. See, the word is Santana will be among the big-namers
scheduled to perform at tennis star Andre Agassi's annual Grand Slam for Kids. Elton
John and Dennis Miller are already on board. (Last year's event raised more than $4
million for Agassi's charity causes.) Of course, the good seats on the floor are reserved
for those who've paid anywhere from $5,000 to $75,000 per table. The choice is yours,
just wanted to clue you in.
•••
Harrah's has just announced another option for casino-goers. After a day spent playing
around on the smoke-filled floor, head to the spa for botulism injections. A plastic
surgeon will be on hand from 4-6 p.m. Saturdays to administer Botox to Harrah's
customers. The trend, it appears, is growing at a scary pace.

